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Express from the US
The Hottest Series on FOX8

JJ Abrams’ Revolution plus 666 Park Avenue coming soon
From September FOX8 will kick off its hottest new and returning programming express from the
US, giving viewers the opportunity to watch their favourite series within a week of the episode
being screened in the US.
The blockbuster sci fi drama Revolution, from producer JJ Abrams, and the highly anticipated 666
Park Avenue, starring Australian actress Rachael Taylor, make their Australian television debuts
only on FOX8. Both series come from the renowned distributors of Gossip Girl, Hart of Dixie and
Two and a Half Men, Warner Bros. Television.
666 Park Avenue, based on the novel of the same name by Gabriella Pierce, is set in The Drake, a
prestigious apartment building on Manhattan's Upper East Side. Owned by the mysterious Gavin
Doran (Terry O'Quinn - Lost) and his sexy wife Olivia (Vanessa Williams - Desperate
Housewives), The Drake is home to dozens of residents who are unaware they're living in the dark
embrace of supernatural forces. They think their dreams are all coming true, only to find they've
been lured into making, what feels like, a deal with the devil.
When a young mid-western couple, Jane Van Veen (Rachael Taylor) and Henry Martin (Dave
Annable - Brothers & Sisters), is hired to manage The Drake, they soon discover evil, obsession,
and manipulation has a home there.
Revolution stars Twilight actor Billy Burke and is set in a post-apocalyptic future where 15 years
earlier an unknown phenomenon permanently disabled all advanced technology and electricity on
the planet bringing life back to how it was long before the industrial revolution.
On the fringes of a small farming community a young woman's life is dramatically changed when a
local militia arrives and kills her father, who mysteriously and unbeknownst to her had something to
do with the electricity blackout. This brutal encounter sets her and two unlikely companions off on a
daring coming-of-age journey to find answers about the past in the hopes of reclaiming the future.
The upcoming drama from Lost’s Abrams and Supernatural’s Eric Kripke will also star Lost actress
Elizabeth Mitchell.
FOX8’s express from the US strategy will include the delivery of new episodes of hit series Hart of
Dixie S2, Grimm S2, Vampire Diaries S4, American Idol S12, featuring Mariah Carey, and
Gossip Girl S6.
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